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Reading Instructional. Packets RIP
Reading Activities Packets RAP by C. M. Knight

Students should be grouped to receive instructions according

to tested results and as the result of achievement scores, regardless

of age, size, grade placement, sox, race, or any other 4whod of

grouping. Students in the same school should be grouped with

other students achieveng on the same level, regardless of grade

.placement.

The Reading Instructional Packet and Reading Activities Packet

should be designed to be used in all schools. Students should be

tested first to determine their grade level of achievement, or

school attendance level of achievement, sucA as 4.7 fourth year,

seventh month.

The Instructional Packets and Activities Packets would have

measurable objectives stated for each packet. The packet would be

designed to effectively present the materials and lessons to a

student who is achieving on a certain level.

The o jectives would be planned in order to prepares a student

to achieve or otherwise show proficiency in order to make a certain

score on the achievement' test. being used.

For example, if a remedial reading program is planned, the criteria

used for testing students to determine their grade level will be

reviewed. Based on the achievement or profieiency in certain activities

which are measured, the Reading Instructional Packet and Reading

Activities Packet would be planned. The packets will contain stated,

measurable objectives, a list of materials and methods of presentation,

and student reading activities, response booklets, drills, games,

and responses for students to complete.
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Students who are tested and determined to be reading or

achieving on a certain grade level, for example 4.7(fourth grade,

seventh month) would receive instructions from Remains Instructional

Packet 4.8 and Reading Activities Packet 4.8 or arterials planned to
ii 7j

present materials and skills necessary to score 4.8 on the Reading

Achievement Test used.

If a student should fail to accomplish the desired objectives

and fail to master the desired skills to sows 4.8 on the test,

or otherwise fail to indicate an understanding of the materials,

then he would be. given an alternate presentation of materials and

activities planned to meet the same objectives.

Each Reading Instructional Packet and Reading Activities

Packet would be designed to be presented in a specific block of

time, to be determined by the materials to be presented, the

student responses, drills, or activities deemed necessary in order to

effectively present all the materials and practice necessary for

the student to know or exhibit proficidney in

Students should be re.tested, preferably after each presentation

of a Reading Instructional and Activities Packet, to determine

whether or not the presentation was effective in his case.

We can not hope to have a majority of students with a wide range

of abilities, sitting in the same classroom to achieve the desired

requite equally. However, if all the students in a class are

achieving on gradelwvel 4.7 and are presented materials planned

to moot objectives for students to read on grade level 4.8, then

there should be a higher percentage of success for both students', and
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As professional educators, we hhould be ashamed to

admit that materials and lessons planned for students who

achieve on grade 6.8 level are presented to students who achieve

on a 4.2 grad. level.



It is f-,1e opinion of many teaches that the use of letters

uch as A, C. J, and F for trals is inadequate when the

rsn;e is similar ro
A = 91-100

= 81-90
C - 71-80

= A1-70
= hlow 50

Their ...icon is that when you use the letter grades to

avera;e to the averate grade for a 6 week, 9 week, or

semester, it makes it difficult if you have more than one

grade to ^onsilr.

For example, does the A represent 91 or 99. When averered

with a ? of 81 or 89, you could have an average of either

A or 3, or 86 or 94, lependin upon whiCh representative

number :rq'je the letter grade represents.

If you are usi; number trades, why bother to change

them to Lotter ;rages at all, why not just keep the number

grades throu;hout.

If there are some die-hards who insist on a letter

;fade, then hay., an equivalency that is universal or nationvilde

and let the person who insists on a letter grade make his own

conversions.

A number ;rade is often, if not alWays, f...gured on a

percentage .grade basis. Althouth a letter grade can be

fitured on a prcentacte basis, there ia'still a discrepancy

if the letter;rade represents a ranAeOf only two numbers.

For example, if A+ is = to 96-100, then. the student could

have any of the ;rates from 96, 97, 98; 99,'45.- 100.

Letter rates mi;ht he useful for 'a teacher who finds

that she must curve the -trades in order for a certain percent
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in itself w111,1 see-' to indicate one of several things -

inalequst.. oreparar'nn on the. part of the teacher, material

too diffiCqlr for t,,o students to learn, inadequate prepa-ation

by 'loth teacher an4 students for the test, lack of interest

on the parr of rho students, and even lack of interest on

the part of teacher.

On th matter of ;'-actin', it is my opinion that

gradtn; is .11-Itce;sarv. The program of studies should be

planned with a measurable objective. When this objective is

atrainel, rb,. student ;oes on to the next pro jeer or area

of the pro' -a.n. ;rides, either letter, number, or grades

for classes such as First '3rade, Second Jrade, Third 3rade,

etc., would -1 loner he used as a basis of promotion. The

over-all vea-lv or semester or quarterly objective should

he broken '!own on a monthly, weekly, or daily lesson basis.

For example, the objective for a group of younssters

Is to learn to add the 100 addition facts. The student is NS

to be able to add these 100 facts correctly in a definite

period of time.

In a plan of individual program of instruction, the

student would not "pass" this objective until he completes

or masters the work or attains the objective.

If the student is unable to accomplish the required

objective after the first Troup of presentations and lessons,

then a second approach, or a different method of presentation

should be used.
lb

For example, the first method of presentation may use

a blackboard and teacher explanation. The students are

then riven work to reinforce this learning, then tested to
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successfully attaira the objective, he then goes on to the

next object-iye, wv-i-b may be to learn to answer the 100

subtraction facts ro-rectly in a specified unit 6f time.

However, if n student fails to pass the work, or fails

to reach the r.iquired objective, he is given a second

presentation of the same factual information, using a

different approach. He may receive a presentation which

is entirely verbal, he may tie shown a filmstrip, a movie,

on tiyen obiert:4 to manipulate in order to aid in learning.

As any liffe-ent presentations as are necessary to

facilitate loa-ning should he planned and utilized in order

to adequately present the material so that the student can

learn.

If, afte- utilizing all the means of presentation available,

the student is linable to attain the objective, then the process

should be repeated. If the student is unable to reach the

desired objective after two complete batteries of presentations,

then the student should be tested or checked to find if

there is a physical or psychological reason for his inability

to learn.

A child should not be allowed to go on to the next

objective o- next step until he has mastered the first on

initial objective.

If the strident is slow to learn, and after several years

it is found that he is with a ;coup of children who are much

youn ;er (chronologically) than he is, then he should be placed

with a ;nom) his own age (approximately). His program of

instruction should still have the same objective, but the

method of presentation may he onanother plane.

3



entered school, we mt.ht still have students in our junior

high schools an4 hit. schools who are unable to read, write,

spell, or "cipher"(a44, suhtract, multiply and divide simple

numbers) but they would not he in the same' groups to learn

with students who are reading on a 7th, 10th, or college ley, el,

writin; themes using three, four, and five syllable words,

learnin; to calculate algebraic equations; and learning

foreign lan;ua,es, etc.
4

In our method of grading, if a student makes a grade of

59 does he pass or fail? Could we have** series of

presentations, and require that the studeilt asnwercorrectiv
0

a higher percent of questions than 596 in order to pass?

How can you measure understanding? Ad the ability to

reason? Suppose a student can not write the answers to the

100 addition fsets, but he can tell you the answers; or if he

cannot understand the problem by looking at a printed pate,

but can understand if you ask hlm directly. Is it possible

for a student to understand orally and verbally, vet be

unable to read from the written page! Snould he he penalized,

or should he he helped to learn to read? .,How can you justify
4

passing him when he will need the ability to read and understand

when he gets to a higher math?

In individualized program of instruction, those students

who are able to learn a certain way (orally, verbally, or

if they show proficiency in these areasi'and deficiency in

others,) could he considered students with specific learning

disahiliries, and a special program of studies should be

planned for them.


